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In addition to writing her own songs and activities for her students, Donna has collected some
favourite songs during 35+ years in her elementary music classroom. Selected songs must pass
a rigorous set of standards to make their way into her permanent “binder of favourites” for use
with her students. Songs are adapted to incorporate the best possible combination of lyrics,
melodic lines and game instructions.

- Watch the video (including some real turkeys!)
Hear Donna sing the song
Hear Donna’s explanation of the game or activity that goes with the song

- Download the PDF document with the music and game/activity instructions Donna uses
in her music classroom

PLUS

Donna has created non-contact adaptations for each of these songs (until we can get back to
the original versions of the games)

BRING ON THE TURKEY!

www.elementarymusicwithdonna.com
(Music and teaching strategies for general classroom music)

www.donnaandandy.com
(Donna’s original songs and classroom activities)

Four Turkey Songs

Five Fine Turkeys
(a.k.a. Five Fat Turkeys)

Traditional
Adapted by Donna Rhodenizer
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The class is seated in a circle.
A "Cook" leaves the circle and hides their eyes.
Five turkeys are chosen by pointing to people or tapping them silently.
The Cook returns to the middle of the circle.
The class sings the song.
On the final rest of the song, clap and say "Switch"
The five turkeys switch places by running across the middle of the circle.
The Cook tries to sit in one of the empty spots before it is occupied by one of the moving turkeys.
Whoever is left without a spot goes out of the circle to wait to be "cooked."*
A new cook is chosen from the circle.
Repeat the game.

Non‐physical adaptation
The class is seated in any approved formation.
A "Cook" is chosen who must not watch as turkeys are chosen.
Choose a turkey (or several turkeys) by pointing to people or tapping them silently.
The Cook is allowed to open their eyes.
The class sings the song.
On the final rest of the song, those who were chosen to be turkeys say "Gobble, gobble" and
the "Cook" must guess who the turkeys are.
Each turkey that is identified is eliminated and goes to a designated spot to wait to be "cooked."*
*The turkey can "escape" the fate of being cooked (and return to the game) if they correctly
read a rhythm from a flashcard or written on the board by the teacher (or maybe by the cook!)
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Four Turkey Songs

What the Turkey Said
(I Heard Mr. Turkey Say)
Words and Music by
Moiselle Renstrom
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"Gob ‐ ble, gob ‐ ble, gob ‐ ble, gob ‐ ble, gob ‐ ble."

This is a simple finger play.
Create a turkey by closing one hand into a fist with the thumb
sticking out (to create the turkey's head).
Hold the other hand open to create the fan of the turkey tail.
Put your two hands together to create your turkey!
Wiggle the turkey's head as you sing (or say) all the "gobbles."
When you sing the words "and hide until the day is done"
separate your two hands and hide them behind your back.
Can you switch your hands and make the turkey's head with
the other hand?
Options:
1. The teacher sings all the words and the students
sing or say all the gobbles.
2. Students tap the gobble rhythms without singing (using inner hearing).
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Four Turkey Songs

Driver! Driver!
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Based on a Polish Folk Tune
Adapted by Donna Rhodenizer
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Students stand in a group of three.
Two people hold hands (they are the truck). The third person stands in the middle (the turkey).
You may have empty trucks if the number of students is not divisible by 3.
Actions:
This old road is hard and bumpy ‐ truck jumps up and down, turkey stands still
Our new turkey's wild and jumpy ‐ turkey jumps and truck stands still
Driver! Driver! ‐ let go of hands, wave hands out away from the head (like waving)
Not so jerky ‐ wag finger at each other
Or you'll make us lose our turkey ‐ keep wagging finger ‐ turkeys run to a different truck group
Repeat
After a few turns, switch turkey and truck people until all students have had a turn being a turkey.

Non‐contact adaptations
1. Sing or chant the song and each student does all the actions while remaining seated.
Bounce up and down in your spot; pretend one hand is the wild and jumpy turkey and bounce it on
the open palm of your other hand; wave hands; wag finger; hide hands behind your back.

2. Each student has their own ball to bounce or a bean bag to toss and catch.
Sing (or chant) the song, keeping the beat by bouncing the ball or tossing the bean bag
in the air and catching it.
Anyone who loses their ball or drops their bean bag will sit down in their spot.
Speed up the song on each repeat to make it more and more difficult.
3. Use the song as a skipping chant.
Tie one end of the rope to a stationary object and the teacher can turn the other end to
avoid multiple hands touching the rope.
Have students run in and jump for the entire chant and run out on the words "Or you'll
make us lose our turkey."
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Four Turkey Songs

I'm a Little Turkey
(Melody: I'm a Little Teapot)
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This is a great finger play for younger students.
You will need to be able to create a turkey using an open hand for the feathers
and using the other hand to create the head, by making a fist with your thumb sticking out.

Line 1 ‐ Point to yourself.
Line 2 ‐ Hold up your tail feathers, then your turkey head.
Line 3 ‐ Put your two hands together and wiggle the
turkey's head as you sing or chant.
Line 4 ‐ When you sing, "Quick! Hide!" separate your
hands and put them behind your back.

Other options:
1. Chant the words of the song and do the actions.
2. Hum the song and do the actions.
3. Use inner hearing as you do all the actions.
Can you stay together as a class when you can't
hear the song being sung or chanted out loud?
Thanks to the Nova Scotia Turkey Producers for the turkey image. It is a cardboard
Turkey fan that I have had and used in my classroom for many years. Nova Scotia is
a province on the East coast of Canada.
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